
 

 
Executive Updates from the Office of the VP Administration (August 5th) 

 
These past weeks, my team has been occupied with preparing AMS CampusBase for its              
release. This was met with the need to revise the Student Data MoU between the AMS and                 
UBC which has been completed as well as the integration of CWL as our single sign on feature                  
for accessing the platform (which is in the process of completion). With this, we have also begun                 
the creation of separate student data MoUs with each of our affiliate institutions in order to                
better include them in all of our communication and programming moving forward. 
 
Updates: 
❏ Clubs  

- All AMS Club Executives have been contacted via a newsletter (July 29th) about             
their onboard process for AMS CampusBase. Executives will receive email          
invites today, to begin creating their group pages while we await the completion             
of the CWL integration. All AMS Services and Undergraduate Societies have also            
been communicated with and will be receiving access today as well.  

 
- Some AMS Clubs have been chosen to represent the society during JumpStart            

by creating workshops that will be included in JumpStart programming for           
incoming first years. This was one of the goals of the Operations Committee in              
finding more ways to get our clubs engaged and our team is glad we were able to                 
accomplish this. 
 

❏ Hatch 
- Scheduling exhibitions for the year is still ongoing. We have settled on a few              

options for our hatch website and will begin setting it up this week in hopes of                
having it ready to launch in the first week of September. This website will have a                
viewing room that allows exhibitions to translate into an online visual           
representation and will aid in the necessary programming that has been planned            
to accommodate for reduced in-person gallery capacities.  
 

❏ Sustainability 
- The AMS Sustainability report has been amended as requested and an updated            

version can be found on the AMS website. Additionally, our team is about             
finalizing our chosen SEEDS projects to be presented to respective faculty and            
courses which is usually an ongoing process 

- The Run-off Garden opposite PiR is being fixed and we are hoping to see some               
new plants in the Nest as well as elevated animations around the building before              
the end of August 

 

 


